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INTRODUCTION
Midway through 2018, Open Streets Cape Town (Open Streets) received a welcome acknowledgement, 
from Louise Naudé, Low-carbon Frameworks Manager, Policy & Futures Unit, WWF South Africa

“…whether by design or default, Open Streets is one big behaviour change lab…and approached with 
a lot of creativity. It would be most interesting if you would do a paper on all the various techniques 
you’ve used…and a stab at the impact. With us also being in the behaviour change business, it would 
be invaluable to us.”

This short paper reflects on the behaviour change 
work explored by Open Streets and partners since 
the organisation was formed in 2012. It draws 
on earlier reflections, reviews of organisational 
documents and interviews with people directly 
involved in work related to travel behaviour. 

We start by talking about limits to the idea of Open 
Streets as a ‘laboratory’ and then describe our work, 
and the work of our partners, in a way which feels 

like a better fit. We talk about creativity, some of the 
ingredients for it, and also how, perhaps by its very 
nature, there are limits to how readily processes 
for creativity can be transferred. Then we talk a 
bit about the tricky issue of impact, and how the 
difficulty of keeping an eye on measurable impact 
can be troublesome to long-term transformational 
creativity and change. Finally, we reflect on how 
progressive funding processes can enable more of 
this kind of work.

Written by Lisa Kane, Open Streets Co-Founder

November 2018
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“EXPERIMENTS” IN THE OPEN STREETS 
CAPE TOWN “LABORATORY”

 “I thought everyone had all the answers, and I realised...it’s all about 
experimenting which made the whole experience fun and easy.”

  - Sindile Mavundla, Open Streets Campaigns Manager since early 2018

Since its inception in 2012, Open Streets has developed 
a series of programmes and campaigns which 
focus on different aspects of life on the street. The 
organisation has since gained widespread recognition 
— including, most notably, the recent award from the 
Transformative Urban Mobility Initiative (TUMI). 

The initial flagship Open Streets Days programme 
was inspired by Bogota’s Ciclovia. Since 1946, the 
Ciclovia programme has created car-free streets 
across Bogota every Sunday between 7am and 12pm. 

It has inspired similar programmes in hundreds of 
cities in and across the Americas and beyond. The 
Open Streets Days in Cape Town were envisaged as 
a way to showcase the possibilities of a ‘ciclovia’, but 
also as a way to raise awareness of roads as public 
space. Open Streets argues that the streets of Cape 
Town can be so much more than they are. The hope 
for Open Streets Days is that they will contribute to 
a larger and more supportive pedestrian and bicycle 
culture in the city.

 Helping people be aware of their own behaviour

Travel diaries were developed as a means for people to 
break out of habitual patterns and become more aware of 
their own travel behaviour. They were also a way to open up 
conversations about travel change, using the Open Streets 
Days as platforms for interaction.

Principles of behavioural economics were then used in a 
Street Lab to see what shifts in behaviour can be encour-
aged.

Providing opportunities for people to break habits
by trying something they haven’t done in a while

Bike buses were initially promoted as a way of getting to 
and from Open Streets Days and have become more for-
malised since April 2018, running regularly, and more fre-
quently, from Claremont and Gugulethu to the CBD, as an 
opportunity for people to Bike2Work.

#AtoBChallenge was launched with a low carbon ‘race’, 
during national Transport Month in  October 2016, building 
on WWF’s concept of an Ecomobility Challenge. Prominent 
individuals with public profiles used low-carbon transport 
options in the city to travel to the Open Streets Day in Lan-
ga. This was later extended to a wider group, linked to the 
travel diaries.

Providing opportunities for developing thinking
around streets, through:

Working groups such as Street Minds, which is a small in-
terest group that meets regularly to develop ways of sup-
porting more progressive street design. During 2017, Street 
Minds hosted a series of small meetings varying in size from 
two to around 20 professionals interested in street design 
issues, and a larger meeting of 90 convened to discuss Tran-
sit Oriented Development. 

Three Street Minds meetings took place during 2018: ‘Mak-
ing Cycling an Everyday thing in Cape Town’, ‘Township 
Street Economies’ and ‘Safer Streets for Children’.

Other forums bring together larger groups around a shared 
interest in a convened session, such as Street Indaba, and 
the planned Open Streets Exchange for African Cities. These 
allow for more strategic conversations.

Peeling away the layers of obstacles to cycling to
reveal fundamental obstacles 

In the Bike2Train campaign, two experiments with multiple 
partners, at Kuils River and Fish Hoek stations, worked with 

commuters to see what would actually be required to cre-
ate a social norm of cycling to the station.

Motivating and inspiring groups to try cycling
through focused social groups 

WomenOnBikes was an initiative developed for Women’s 
Day 2018, which aimed at encouraging and providing a plat-
form for women cyclists to share their cycling experiences. 
It led to the birth of an informal 'Monthly Cycle' group.

Helping people see how the various aspects
of street design affect how they feel on the street 

Convened by Open Streets in 2013, Talking Streets was 
the earliest public platform for discussing streets. To date, 
Open Streets has hosted over 20 Talking Streets walks, of-
ten in the run up to Open Streets Days.

Helping people imagine an alternative city

The flagship programme of Open Streets, Open Streets 
Days close the roads to vehicular traffic and open streets to 
people. They turn roads into platforms, into public spaces, 
that offer people an experience of what a city could feel like 
if organised differently. 

Making people more aware of how different
street users interact with each other

With a particular focus on road safety, the Streetiquette 
campaign turned the streets into a stage, and used the 
power of theatre and humour to raise awareness of road 
safety issues. 

Using art, Open Streets collaborated on a Safer Streets for 
Children campaign, including an installation outside the 
Red Cross Children’s hospital to raise awareness of keeping 
children safe on the roads. Fifty silhouettes represented the 
more than 50 children who lost their lives on Cape Town’s 
roads in 2017.

Learning and sharing  

Two staff members visited the site and staff of ciclovia in 
Bogota to learn about scaling up Open Streets. The learn-
ings were written up into a Toolkit.

Providing opportunities for people to take their
own initiatives to improve their environment 

In the B4 campaign Open Streets partnered with a local 
area  improvement organisation to see what was possible 
with creative interventions on the street.

In our surveys, the Open Streets Days have been acknowledged as much for their mobility change 
work as for their ability to connect people and bridge social divides of a city still deeply divided. 
This work of strengthening social connection was recently acknowledged when Open Streets was 
included in Cape Town’s preliminary resilience assessment as an enabler of social cohesion. 

Since 2015 Open Streets has embarked on a series of low-carbon related transport campaigns, in collaboration 
with WWF Nedbank Green Trust and other funders. These campaigns build on earlier work aimed at creating 
a new mindset around movement, and of the role of streets in urban life.

These campaigns have been driven by various intentions:

https://openstreets.org.za/news/media-release-open-streets-wins-international-mobility-award-cape-town
https://openstreets.org.za/category/events/10
https://openstreets.org.za/open-streets-manifesto
https://openstreets.org.za/news/announcing-winner-travel-diaries-bicycle
https://openstreets.org.za/news/street-lab-members-take-fewer-car-trips-others
https://openstreets.org.za/news/bike2work-and-change-how-you-commute-during-transport-month
https://openstreets.org.za/news/introducing-atob-challenge
https://openstreets.org.za/news/take-atobchallenge-and-stand-chance-win-bike
https://openstreets.org.za/news/street-minds-explained
https://openstreets.org.za/events/street-minds-making-cycling-every-day-thing-cape-town
https://openstreets.org.za/events/street-minds-making-cycling-every-day-thing-cape-town
https://openstreets.org.za/events/street-minds-township-street-economies
https://openstreets.org.za/events/street-minds-township-street-economies
https://openstreets.org.za/news/media-release-open-streets-and-childsafe-south-africa-seek-ways-keep-children-safe-roads
https://openstreets.org.za/news/media-release-street-indaba-when-streets-are-safe-children-theyre-safe-everyone
https://openstreets.org.za/news/media-release-sharing-street-experience-knowledge-across-africa-first-open-streets-exchange
https://openstreets.org.za/news/bike2train-pedalling-great-new-idea
https://openstreets.org.za/news/celebrating-women-wheels
https://openstreets.org.za/news/albert-roads-potential-be-universally-accessible-through-street-design
https://openstreets.org.za/news/media-release-dates-announced-20182019-open-streets-days-season
https://openstreets.org.za/news/media-release-dates-announced-20182019-open-streets-days-season
https://openstreets.org.za/campaigns/streetiquette%E2%80%8B
https://openstreets.org.za/campaigns/streetiquette%E2%80%8B
https://openstreets.org.za/news/media-release-safer-streets-children-campaign-launches-save-kids-lives
https://openstreets.org.za/news/media-release-safer-streets-children-campaign-launches-save-kids-lives
https://openstreets.org.za/sites/default/files/resources/docs/Open%20Streets%20Toolkit%20-%20RGB%20screen%20version.compressed.pdf
https://openstreets.org.za/news/b4-bench-bin-blomme-bellville
https://resource.capetown.gov.za/documentcentre/Documents/City%20research%20reports%20and%20review/CCT%20PreliminaryResilienceAssessment.pdf


NOT A LABORATORY…
IT’S MORE COMPLEX THAN THAT

The various Open Streets campaigns and programmes have an underlying ethos of 
experimentalism. We decided early on that there are no mistakes, but only experiments we 
can learn from. This mantra frees everyone up from too much planning anxiety and opens us up 
to surprise and continued learning. But to be experimental doesn’t mean to be irresponsible. 
Our bottom line is crystal clear: to create safe spaces for those using the platforms we curate; 
and also to be respectful with each other and with the planet. This ethos contains our free-
flowing experimentation and allows it to have integrity.

(https://www.pps.org/article/ten-ways-to-embrace-open-streets-in-your-city). 

Given the experiments over a number of years, it is 
not surprising that Open Streets has been described 
as a laboratory. 

But the idea of a laboratory has its limitations. A major 
limit is the idea that somehow Open Streets is in 
control. In reality, most of the work described above 
has depended on the support and volunteerism of 
a wide range of partners. Sometimes Open Streets 
will drive a process, supported by funders, but the 
work is as much about building synergies wherever 
possible. James Taylor, Associate Practitioner at the 
Community Development Resource Association 
(CDRA), talks more about the notion of Open Streets 
as a laboratory: 

“This idea of the laboratory, or a formula which can 
be replicated…highlights the difference between 
simple, complicated and complex relations…You can 
have formula to repair simple systems like bicycles….
To work with complex systems…you need to have 
openness to failure, to learning…A complex system 
is a living system where all the parts are inter-
connected in non-controlled environments, it’s 
constantly responding to local, systemic contexts, 
interacting within and between each other part of 
the system. There are no means of controlling every 
element. 

…a new discourse is starting to emerge [in the 
development sector]. [It looks at] organisations 

as complex, organic, living systems, ecologies, a 
part of the life process itself…‘organisation’ as a 
verb rather than a noun….an ongoing process of 
becoming… the world is not a machine…the world is 
so-interconnectedly complex it is beyond our ability 
to control…” - James Taylor, CDRA

Rory Williams, Open Streets Co-founder and 
Chairperson, refers to Open Streets as a complex 
system: 

“Complex systems don’t require complicated plans 
that depend on elaborate forecasting and designing 
for a “probable future” that might never come about. 
In nature, complex systems are highly adaptable (in 
contrast to human master plans, for example)...

Complex natural systems create collaboration 
without even trying - bees pollinate flowers, not 
because they feel some altruistic sense of duty, 
but because these interdependent systems have 
evolved to their mutual benefit”. - Rory Williams 

Open Streets campaigns manager Sindile Mavundla 
experienced, first-hand and close up, how responsive 
the organisation is. What struck him about Open 
Streets was that:

“…it was quite easy to make a decision…” A small, 
socially tight organisation in frequent contact, in 
person and over multiple social media platforms, 
enables this. 

Another interviewee attributed this flexibility in 
part to the stage of Open Streets’ organisational 
development. 

Co-founder and previous Board member, Jodi 
Allemeier, reflects that the Open Streets Board 
and staff are somewhat unusual in that they tend 
towards being comfortable with complexity.

“Something in [Open Streets Cape Town] about 
a tolerance for complexity…some people don’t 
tolerate complexity very well and prefer linear 
processes, outcomes, and guarantees, others are 
more comfortable with multiple lines… It’s not just 
about creativity …it’s also about not being freaked 
out by complexity”. - Jodi Allemeier

This practice of tolerance for complexity plays out at 
all stages of the project process, but subcontractor 
and transport specialist Gerhard Hitge felt it was 
especially key at the outset of a project:

“Taking this amount of time in exploring the 
possibilities…being open-minded…really open 
thinking…is often not the case in the [engineering 
and planning government and commercial] 
environments I am in…” - Gerhard Hitge

Some really enjoy this openness. Grant Smith of 
GMT+, specialists in behavioural economics and 
who were subcontractors on the #Bike2Train project 
said: 

“I definitely enjoyed [working with] OS - they gave 
us a lot of freedom…great receptivity for new 
ideas…with trust that increased in a rational way…
[we were] given more and more room over time”
- Grant Smith

Ashraf Hendricks / GroundUp



CREATIVITY.
IN DIFFERENT, LAYERED WAYS.

“…there is an absolute dearth of creative-based action. Taking to the streets in carnival art-based activity 
is a different thing…it’s linked to creativity rather than destruction… transporting [Open Streets from 
Latin America] is a significant thing, cementing us to creative impulses in the world”  

Nina Callaghan, of the Children's Radio Foundation, who was master of ceremonies at the 2018 Street Indaba, added: 

“Open Streets...what I love about it is that it opens up our imagination to a future we didn’t think was 
possible.” 

In terms of the individuals, the descriptions offered bring to mind the words of Fred Kent, founder of the 
Project for Public Spaces (PPS), who talked of the importance of the passionate, ‘zealous nut’ engaged citizen 
in making a difference in communities. Interviewees said:

 “A bit of the craziness is linked to the creative impulse…in the Open Streets ‘birth story’ you see people 
responding to the point of being prepared to sacrifice something to birth something that was different 
enough not to immediately attract enough resources required… it is a life-giving impulse, that type of 
organisation…” - James Taylor

 “All in all there are great people at Open Streets, dedicated, passionate and they put a massive amount of 
effort in….As an organisation they don’t offer competitive salaries to the market…they almost have to rely on 
[consultants and service deliverers] buying in to the vision. ‘If you are passionate about our vision come and 
join us.’ Because of this they do attract those people who buy into the cause and are there for that purpose…
that is the sense I got…everyone is in it for the vision. …You want to be there”. - Gerhard Hitge

The individual creativity represented within Open Streets is wide-ranging and diverse. Such diversity has 
great potential for conflict, but, paradoxically, can also be a creative impulse if individuals can ‘cope with the 
tension’:

“…basically it’s ‘conflict and death’ or creativity…If the individuals [on the staff and Board] were less 
creative or less able to cope with that tension [which comes out of diversity] it wouldn’t have worked…
the ability to deal with the diversity helped” - Jodi Allemeier

The ambitious goals and resource-constrained context within which the organisation developed also enabled 
the creative urge:

“…the breadth of the original purpose was so wide it gave so much room to play. Sometimes the 
constraints, such as uncertainty about funding, also leads to creativity and problem solving…in a way 
that can take you in multiple directions” - Jodi Allemeier

Playfulness as an enabler of creativity, openness and a sense of hope even in the face of difficulty is embodied 
in the Open Streets branding and the way in which the organisation approaches its work. However, a flag 
was also raised about the creative impulse, in the context of behaviour change work which is, by necessity, 
a long-term venture:

“Creativity is not necessarily starting in a different place every time, but rather learning the lessons and 
then moving on” - Gerhard Hitge

When asked about the creativity in the organisation and what contributed to that, the responses pointed 
to several layers: traits in the individuals, practices of the organisation and the context within which the 
organisation first emerged. However, as the initial driving outcome itself, the  Open Streets Days series was 
highlighted as being, at its core, a deeply life-enhancing and creative goal to have. 

“[Open Streets is giving] people an EXPERIENCE of using the street differently. That very, very simple 
thing…just that, giving them an experience, which shifts one’s consciousness or one’s thinking…there is 
something essentially creative in that.” 

Wilco den Otter

Marcel Duvenage

https://www.pps.org/article/zealous-nuts


MEASURING IMPACT…
AND THE DANGERS OF DOING SO
Measuring impact is a key task for NGOs wishing to access funding. But, when an NGO is concerned with 
long-term societal change — as Open Streets is — the issue of measuring the impact of funds invested is 
a difficult and contested one. Interviewees noted the long-term nature of travel behaviour change and the 
struggle in the short-term to know what measurable attributes were actually important.

“Impact? My own theory is that in order to have impact you have to sustain your effort, a couple of short bursts 
are great and it does get people talking but you can lose most of the benefit if you disappear…” - Gerhard Hitge

“...traffic engineering decisions usually rely on hard data that is easy to measure, but if we are creating 
different kinds of streets that are valued for different reasons, then we must measure (directly or 
indirectly) things like how comfortable people feel on streets, what kinds of situations they avoid or what 
they find useful.” - Rory Williams

“…you shouldn’t rush these [travel behaviour change] things. It’s nuanced, there is no [clear] line of sight 
[to the future]…but you pick strategies with high probabilities. But it’s very difficult to associate inputs 
and outcomes [causal linkages]…In my view Open Streets imposed too strict deadlines on themselves…
the seeds are not out the ground yet so how do you know the tree is dead?” - Gerhard Hitge

Those interviewed also noted the difficulties of attributing cause and effect in the kind of work that 
Open Streets does, suggesting that monitoring and evaluation frameworks can force attention away from 
immeasurable issues which, in a complex system, may be more important in the long term.

“…what’s easy to measure is not necessarily the best thing to measure…partly the City isn’t even 
measuring this stuff…so it’s unreasonable to expect a small organisation like Open Streets to come in and 
measure it…If we want to talk about pedestrian deaths on the road [for example] then we can’t directly 
measure the impact of a small organisation because the interventions are so small, but it doesn’t mean 
they are not meaningful. They can have impact down the line”. - Jodi Allemeier

This suggests, also, that if an organisation’s intention is to achieve complex transformation at a societal level, 
a shift away from traditional monitoring and evaluation frameworks is required 

“[The funder needs to ask] can we use all of the resources going into M and E, to build deeper, more 
trusting relationships and deeper accountability?” - James Taylor

There are clear tensions between the funders’ need to measure demonstrable impact and the belief that 
Open Streets is building the foundations needed for long term change. In future, Open Streets is looking to 
build partnerships with researchers to measure impacts more consciously, but also with greater innovation. 

Rich Conyngham



FUNDING AND CREATIVITY.
CONTROL AND POWER.

“If the funding dries up… it’s like the blood that 
makes the whole organisation go around. [The 
funder can take] away from the creativity and 
a lot of things which are possible in that organ-
isation. Where the funding comes from and 
the number of streams [of funding] has a big 
impact on us”. - Sindile Mavundla

While funding organisations look to nimble, pio-
neering organisations like Open Streets for lessons 
in creativity and responsiveness to complexity, the 
smaller organisations in turn depend for their life-
blood on progressive attitudes to funding. Without 
flexibility in funding frameworks, then experimen-
tal, learning-centred and creative programmes are 
not possible.

The funder and recipient organisations are, then, 
in a symbiotic relationship. But the funders are in 
a position of greater power. Taylor suggests that 
there is a commonplace urge for more established 
organisations at the centre to want to control the 
newer, pioneering organisations at the periphery. 

But this urge to control, Taylor warns, should be 
resisted.

“…change is not a controlled process from the 
centre but it is an uncontrolled thing. If big 
organisations want to contribute [to transfor-
mative change] they need to connect to the 
periphery and to be open to learning from 
the periphery…and become more conscious 
[through their own self-reflection and learning 
processes] of how [their] power is used and 
experienced by others” - James Taylor

In requesting this paper from Open Streets, WWF 
Nedbank Green Trust demonstrated exactly this 
openness to learning from an organisation at the 
periphery. As we embrace a more open-ended 
and complex-systems view of the rapidly changing 
world we live in, we will all need to look in unlikely 
places to learn. We are grateful to WWF Nedbank 
Green Trust for their support and their willingness 
to do just that with us.

“Funders love the efficiency and energy of these pioneering 
organisations….” - James Taylor

Lisa Burnell
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